An interactive web server is developed for predicting the potential binding sites and its target operons for a given regulatory protein in prokaryotic genomes. The program allows users to submit known or experimentally determined binding sites of a regulatory protein as ungapped multiple sequence alignments. It analyses the upstream regions of all genes in a userselected prokaryote genome and returns the potential binding sites along with the downstream co-regulated genes (operons). The known binding sites of a regulatory protein can also be used to identify its orthologue binding sites in phylogeneticaly related genomes where the trans-acting regulator protein and cognate cis-acting DNA sequences could be conserved. PredictRegulon can be freely accessed from a link on our world wide web server: http://www.cdfd. org.in/predictregulon/.
INTRODUCTION
With over 100 bacterial genomes sequenced, a key challenge of post-genomic research is to dissect the complex transcription regulatory network which controls the metabolic and physiological process of a cell. A first step towards this goal is to identify the genes within a genome that are controlled by a specific transcription regulatory protein. This paper describes a web server tool-PredictRegulon-for genome-wide prediction of potential binding sites and target operons of a regulatory protein for which few experimentally identified binding sites are known. This technique could utilize the available experimental data on binding sites of transcription regulatory proteins from various bacterial species (1-3) for identification of regulons in phylogenetically related species.
PREDICTREGULON METHOD
The program, PredictRegulon, first constructs the binding site recognition profile based on ungapped multiple sequence alignment of known binding sites. This profile is calculated using Shannon's positional relative entropy approach (4). The positional relative entropy Q i at position i in a binding site is defined as Co-directionally transcribed genes downstream of the predicted binding site were selected as potential co-regulated genes (operons) according to one of the following criteria: (i) co-directionally transcribed orthologous gene pairs conserved in at least three genomes (6); (ii) genes belong to the same cluster of orthologous gene function category and the intergenic distance is <200 bp (7); (iii) the first three letters in gene names are identical (the gene names for all the bacterial species were assigned using the COG annotation); (iv) intergenic distance is <90 bp (8) .
This method has two specific requirements: a few experimentally determined regulatory protein binding sites should be available for developing the binding site recognition profile, and the profile should be applicable to the genome where the regulator or its homologue is present. In the absence of any experimental information on the regulatory sites in a given genome one may look up the known regulatory motifs from other related species from one of the four online databases which host the information about known transcription regulatory protein binding sites in prokaryote genomes (1-3) .
A limitation of this approach is that it may predict a few false positive sites as candidates. However, this limitation can be overcome by experimental validations, by either in vitro binding studies with double strand oligonucleotides containing the binding sites (designed based on prediction) and regulatory proteins or real-time PCR analysis of candidate co-regulated genes. Table 2 shows the output of predicted LexA binding sites in M.tuberculosis. The site column in Table 2 represents the predicted binding sites of LexA in M.tuberculosis. In a typical output the perfect match to the known binding sites and the downstream genes are highlighted with a yellow background, and the rest with score greater than cut-off is shown with a blue background (colours not shown in the table). Eighteen of these genes (indicated by 'a') belonging to the LexA regulon were also observed in data obtained by experimental means by others (9) (10) (11) (12) . The rest of the matches are potential novel regulatory sites which could be confirmed experimentaly.
The web output of PredictRegulon also contains the hyperlinked gene-synonym and COG number. A click on the former shows the predicted operon context of the regulatory motif while a click on the latter opens a new page showing a description of this gene in the NCBI Conserved Domain Database, which is in turn linked to Pubmed for published information on this gene. These additional links provides users a simple way to browse and understand the functional/physiological implication of the genes that are part of predicted regulon.
